A CONSTRUCTION PROJECT THAT AFFECTS YOU
SR-38 Chip Seal Material in Box Elder County

Construction crews will be in the area Monday through Friday between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Begins JULY 18

Ends AUG 20

The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) will be conducting a Chip Seal Roadway project in Box Elder County on SR-38, between SR-13 and SR-30. The project will address activities such as:
- soft repair
- chip seal
- flush and rumble strip work
- guardrail removal and replacement
- tree removal
- striping
- sign removal and installation
- seeding

PLEASE NOTE:

Speed Limit Reduction
35 MPH with flaggers, pilot cars, & directional signage will assist

Temporary Lane Closures
Temporary lane closure and delays, northbound, at Mile Post (MP) 2, during tree removal.

Guardrail Removal & Replacement
Guardrail removal and replacement near MP 16 requiring lane shifts. MP 14 and MP 5 guardrails will be raised.

Chip Seal
Occuring one-way traffic stretching out a mile or more. Pilot car will guide cars onto roadway to avoid oncoming traffic.

Duration of project
Monday, July 18, 2022
Begins Monday, July 18, 2022

STAY INFORMED! CONTACT OUR TEAM
PHONE: 435-295-2300
PROJECT EMAIL: SR38improved@Gmail.com
CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION & UPDATES

The project team will provide weekly updates on any potential traffic delays or lane changes.